
Designed using a non-Cartesian structure and 
utilising linear motors and mechanical bearings, 
as its name implies, the Xtreme CNC CMM 
provides a robust solution for providing precision 
inspection results. The unique CMM’s advantageous 
configuration ensures that it maintains its accuracy 
at very fast measurement rates and does not suffer 
from the accumulative inaccuracies that occur in 
conventional 3-axis Cartesian designs. 

The Xtreme is a self-contained inspection unit. It has 
no air bearings, so no requirement for compressed 
air – just plug it in and go. Built-in temperature 
control and a compact footprint allow the Xtreme to 
be placed wherever it is needed.

The innovative Xtreme CMM is an evolution of CMM 
technology. However, it is the price that the Xtreme 
CMM will be sold for that is perhaps the primary 
reason why the new Xtreme will have such a 
significant effect on the market, with the potential 
for multiple units replacing a single inspection room 
CMM, ensuring that measurement is provided close 
to where it is required.

Precise results in even the most extreme manufacturing
environments - improve production cell productivity.

CMM ACCURACY
WHEREVER YOU NEED IT
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Why have expensive CNC machines waiting
to be set? Speed up feedback with an Xtreme.

Why tie up skilled personnel carrying out slow
traditional inspection?

Attract more profitable work with a leading
edge inspection centre.

Some features can only be accurately 
inspected with a CMM.

The Xtreme allows you to do measurements
where you need them.
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For a successful company an                 is a necessity not a luxury

Inspection can waste thousands. Save your business money.

Are you still using traditional methods of inspection, while expensive 
CNC machines are idle, or worse, your inspections are inaccurate or 
missed out completely?

Dramatically reduce inspection times and improve setting times 
throughout your business with an Xtreme.

Example:
Number of CNC machines     5
Time saved in inspection and setting (per machine, per shift) 0.5hrs
Number of shifts per day      1
Daily time saving for inspection and setting   2.5hrs
Hourly rate       £40
Total annual inspection saving using a Xtreme CMM  £25,000

Compare this with the price of an Xtreme and see a return on your 
investment in months. No expensive rejects, reworks or lost customers.

Making Measurement Easy

The Whole philosophy 
for Aberlink is to make 
measurement easy. 
Aberlink 3D software 
has been written by 
engineers for engineers and sets the industry 
standard for simple-to-use software. Software 
modules are also available for off-line 
programming of parts from a CAD model and 
also for comparing measured results to the CAD.

Aberlink makes the world’s 
easiest-to-use CMMs...

....making 3D metrology both easy 
    and affordable.

Specification

Type
Measuring Volume
Table
Accuracy
Measuring System
Resolution
Probe System
Max. Acceleration Vector
Max. Velocity Vector
Bearings
Drives
Air Consumption
Required Air Pressure
Software

CNC
300 x 300 x 200mm
Solid Granite Plate
ISO10360-2: 3μm + L/250mm
Renishaw Readheads and Tape Scale
0.0005mm
TP20
750mm/sec²
750mm/sec
Precision Mechanical Bearings
Linear Motors
None
Not Required
Aberlink 3D CNC Software
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